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Agenda

• Stretch goal

• Summer slide prevention 

• Classroom library renovation

• Bookmatching

• Kindergarten early literacy “lift”

• Next steps

• Budget implications
Note tucked inside box of books       

from Pioneer Valley publisher



District Stretch Goals 

● Ensure all students read capably and 

voluminously across genres for a variety of 

meaningful purposes (e.g., for pleasure, to learn 

about the world).

● Empower each and every family to support their 

child's learning.

● Foster community connectedness: ensure that 

students, families and district staff engage in 

meaningful, authentic interactions.



Voluminous, High-Success Reading

“Conducting meta-analysis of over 50 reading 
research studies, Stephen Krashen found that 
the single greatest factor in reading achievement 
(even above socio-economics) was reading 
volume—how much reading people do.”

—Donalyn Miller

“I’ve Got Research. Yes, I Do. I’ve Got Research. 
How About You?”

https://bookwhisperer.com

February 8, 2015

https://bookwhisperer.com/


Access + Choice + Time + Skill = 

Volume





“The single biggest failure of leadership is to treat adaptive 

challenges like technical problems.” --Heifetz and Linsky

Technical problems…

● Are easy to identify

● Have known solutions

● Can be solved quickly and/or 

efficiently by an authority or 

expert

● Require limited or encapsulated 

change

● When solved, result in 

receptivity and appreciation

Adaptive challenges…

● Are difficult to identify and acknowledge

● Require experiments and new discoveries

● Must be addressed by those with the 

challenge                                                             

● Require changes in beliefs, values, roles, 

and relationships

● Take a long time to address; cannot be 

solved by edict



Technical Problems and Adaptive Challenges           

in Literacy Initiatives

Technical Problems

● Increase budget for 

classroom libraries

● Select and infuse engaging 

new books into classroom 

libraries

● Schedule reading teachers to 

push into Kindergarten 

classes

Adaptive Challenges

● Assume shared responsibility for 

raising all readers

● Productive collaboration among 

Kindergarten and reading teachers

● Balance vigorous early literacy 

assessment with age-appropriate 

play and patience



Summer 

Slide 

Prevention 

Initiative



Summer Slide Prevention Initiative

● Replication of Allington and McGill-Franzen’s 

2010 study showing dramatic impact of book 

give-away program.

● 422 Mamaroneck students participated.

● Each selected 15 books to take home and keep.

● Cost was approximately $115 per child.

● We have conferred with 130 participants to 

date.

All children’s reading levels assessed; 





Summer Slide Conference Questions

● Tell me about your summer. Did you 

have any special experiences? 

● Which of the books you chose did 

you like the most? What did you like 

about them?

● When and where did you read? Do 

you have a quiet place to read at 

home?

● Where do you keep your books?

● Did you share any books with your 

family or friends?

● Do you have any books at home 

other than these? 

● Were there any books that you 

didn’t read? Why do you think you 

didn’t read those books?

● Do you visit the town library?

● Based on the child's responses, 

how many books do you estimate 

s/he read over the summer?



Key Findings from Conferences

● Children who went to sleep-away camp had designated time to read.           

Most children brought their books with them to camp.

● Many children took their books on family vacations.

● Most shared books with family and friends.

● Graphic novels, funny books, compendia, procedural texts (e.g., 

cookbooks), and books on popular characters were cited as favorites.

● Children favored books they could dip in/dip out of or read in shorter 

intervals.

● Many children selected Spanish books and reported reading these books 

with their families.



Key Findings from Conferences

● For the books children reported not reading, the 

most common explanation was “too big” or “too 

long.” 

● Of the 130 children with whom we conferred...

○ 91 children (70%) report visiting the community library. 

○ 14 children (11%) report going to the library infrequently.

○ 25 children (19%) report that they do not visit the library.



In Their Own Words...

● “I liked The Book with No Pictures. It was funny! It made me laugh. I had 

to picture what was happening in my mind.”

● “I liked Who Was Bruce Lee? because we have the same exact birthday 

(but different times). My second favorite was Big Magic Little Hands. Now 

I can ask people if they want to do tricks with me and I know how to do it. 

My third favorite was The Notebook of Doom, Day of the Nightcrawlers. I 

liked that book because they had a really cool teacher who was a villain 

and they didn't know it. It was a mystery.”

● “Far Out Fairytales (was my favorite).  It was five fairy tales in a book that 

were different than normal fairy tales. Ninjas were the princesses. That 

was really cool.”



In Their Own Words...

● “I like Amulet Seven the most. I like it because it's 

action-packed and also sad. Emily got to save 

her dad and found out that he was evil. She 

saved her father by going back in time, before he 

fell off the cliff.”

● “I love I Survived Nature Attacks. It shows so 

many pictures of how nature can attack you. So 

many animals can attack you.”

● “My mom liked the Fly Guy book in Spanish. I got 

two Spanish books so I could read with my 

mom.”







Summer Slide Prevention Initiative--Next Steps

● Identify a funding source ($50,000).

● Promulgate research on “book deserts.” 

Ensure children take books home nightly, on 

weekends, and over vacations.

● Launch Little Free Libraries (MSF Grant) in the 

community.

● Make home visits. 



Classroom Library Infusion

● Library inventory brought to light 

inadequate classroom libraries. 

● Funding limitations led us to 

prioritize students not yet at 

benchmark.

● Included in the infusion were

○ 1,100+ individual, hand-

selected titles

○ 17,646 books



Elements of Kid Appeal

• Books with low “work to 

reward” ratios

• Series books

• Nonfiction picture books, 

particularly about animals

• Graphic novels

• Books on bizarre and/or 

forbidden topics

• Humorous books (parody, 

jokes, comics)

• Wordless books

• Compendiums of facts (e.g., 

Wacky Facts About…)

• Coffee table books 

• “Windows,” “mirrors,” and 

“doors”



Build the Library for the Readers You Expect...



Customize the Library for the Readers You Meet!

● Every class across the district is unique.

● Dedicated, standardized textbook allocation for each teacher.

● Opportunities to order a multiple points throughout the year.

● Support in placing orders:

○ Demystifying the ordering process and which vendors are state 

approved

○ Video tutorials explaining the process for ordering specific titles

○ Teacher support days in each building.



Relentless Book Matching

● Preview stacks as an assessment 

tool and book matching strategy:

● Faculty meetings

● In-classroom work with specific 

teachers.



Impressions of the “Short Stacks”

● Which “blueprint” criteria does it meet?

● What is your own level of interest and engagement?

● What do you notice about the navigability of the text?

● How does the text support vocabulary development?

● To what extent does the book draw on or build background knowledge?

● In what ways does the book make you want to discuss it with someone else?

● What particular readers come to mind who might enjoy this book?

● How do these books engage and stretch already thriving readers?

● Are there any elements that you question?

● Is there anything one might take take issue with?



Student Engagement



Parent Feedback

Subject: 

Chase’s Choice





Julie Wright, RtI Coordinator

Looking Back Today Going Forward



Looking Back

Reading Teachers designed and implemented a kindergarten 

screening tool that was administered to incoming kindergarten 

students

■ What are students’ assets and why do they matter?

Kindergarten data was used to uncover our incoming 

kindgergarten students’ assets and used for class placement



Today

● 1 or 2 Reading Teachers per building

● 30-60 minutes per day in 1 (or more) classrooms

● Instructing and assessing through a play based approach



System/Building Shifts

● Building a schedule that allows for the reading teachers to push 

into kindergarten classrooms.

● Collaboration between kindergarten and reading teachers.

● Re-allocate resources.

● 4th & 5th grade teachers working to provide extra support for 

students in the classroom.

● All hands on deck approach to helping students in reading.



Data Collection Tool

• Book Handling Skills

• Recognize First Name

• Say the Alphabet

• Identify Letter Names

• N = Not Yet

• P = Progressing 

Toward Understanding

• S = Secure



Read 

Aloud



Recognizing 

Your Name





Letter Identification



Letter Matching Game



abc

BINGO



Rhyming



Labeling the 

Classroom







Shared Poetry

(rhyming)



Data Collection ~ Example
1 Kindergarten Class

Content Secure

(S)

Progressing 

Toward 

Understanding 

(P)

Not Yet 

(N)

Book Handling 86% 0% 14%

Recognizes 

Name

100% 0% 0%

ABC’s 90% 5% 5%

Identify Letter 

Names

14% 81% 5%



Going Forward...



Next Steps: November and December

Continue to:

● Assess and instruct 

● Collect data 

● Differentiate instruction 

(small groups)



Budget Implications

● Funding source for summer slide prevention 

● Increased textbook allocations

○ Continued augmentation of classroom libraries 

○ Books for all readers to support engagement in units of study

○ Flexibility to order books specifically for the readers we meet 



Comments and Questions


